Playful storage your way!
LIXHULT offers colourful and playful storage solutions to be used across the home. The series is perfect to use in those spaces where you normally cannot fit larger storage units; in between furniture, in corners, between windows and under staircases. Basically, anywhere you need and want it!

You can use LIXHULT as a small and fun solution, or as larger, personalised combinations. Make your own LIXHULT by combining the different sizes and colours, have fun and let your personality shine through!
COMBINATIONS

LIXHULT wall-mounted storage combination.
Total size: W25×D25×H75 cm.

This combination $75

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT Cabinet 25×25 cm  3 pcs

Colour options for this combination:
White/pink  492.486.60 $75

LIXHULT wall-mounted storage combination.
Total size: W100×D35×H35 cm.

This combination $95

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet 35×35 cm  2 pcs
LIXHULT cabinet 25×25 cm  1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Orange/white  791.615.99 $95

LIXHULT wall-mounted storage combination.
Total size: W105×D35×H70 cm.

This combination $105

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT Cabinet 35×35 cm  3 pcs

Colour options for this combination:
Orange/dark green  592.486.69 $105

LIXHULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W35×D35×H117 cm.

This combination $90

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet 35×35 cm  1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet 35×60 cm  1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Dark blue/dark green  $90
Dark blue/orange  $90
Red/dark green  $90
Red/orange  291.616.10 $90
COMBINATIONS

LIXHULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W70×D35×H117 cm.
This combination $145

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×60 cm 2 pcs
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×35 cm 1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Red/dark blue/dark green 092.486.81 $145
Dark blue/red/orange 692.486.83 $145

LIXHULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W60×D35×H92 cm.
This combination $115

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet, 25×25 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×35 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 60×35 cm 1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Grey/orange/pink 492.487.35 $115
Grey/dark green/pink 592.487.49 $115

LIXHULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W60×D35×H117 cm.
This combination $160

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet, 25×25 cm 2 pcs
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×60 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 60×35 cm 1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Grey/dark blue/white/pink 492.487.35 $160
Grey/red/white/pink 592.487.49 $160

LIXHULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W95×D35×H92 cm.
This combination $170

Articles included in this combination
LIXHULT cabinet, 25×25 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×35 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 35×60 cm 1 pc
LIXHULT cabinet, 60×35 cm 1 pc

Colour options for this combination:
Dark blue/grey/orange/pink 492.487.35 $170
Red/grey/white/dark green 592.487.49 $170
COMBINATIONS

LIHXULT floor-based combination.
Total size: W95 × D35 × H92 cm.
This combination $170

Articles included in this combination
| LIHXULT cabinet, 60 × 35 cm | 1 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm | 1 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 25 × 25 cm | 1 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 35 cm | 1 pc |

Colour options for this combination:
Grey/white/orange/red

LIHXULT floor-based combination.
Total size: W130 × D35 × H117 cm.
This combination $285

Articles included in this combination
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm | 2 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 35 cm | 2 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 60 × 35 cm | 1 pc |

Colour options for this combination:
Red/orange/grey/pink/white/blue/green

LIHXULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W130 × D35 × H117 cm.
This combination $235

Articles included in this combination
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm | 2 pcs |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 60 × 35 cm | 1 pc |
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 35 cm | 2 pcs |

Colour options for this combination:
Dark blue/red/orange/grey/dark green

LIHXULT floor-based storage combination.
Total size: W140 × D35 × H82 cm.
This combination $220

Articles included in this combination
| LIHXULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm | 4 pcs |

Colour options for this combination:
Dark blue

Red
LIXHULT cabinet, 25 × 25 × 25 cm. You can choose to install the door to the right or left, according to what fits the space best.

- Metal/white: 103.286.72 $25
- Metal/pink: 003.996.60 $25

LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 35 × 35 cm. You can choose to install the door to the right or left, according to what fits the space best. The cabinet can be used either with the included legs or be placed directly on the floor. Larger modules must be placed on the floor or with support of another floor based unit underneath. Do not mount it free-hanging on the wall.

- Metal/orange: 403.286.75 $35
- Metal/dark green: 603.996.62 $35

- Metal/dark blue: 203.996.64 $55
- Metal/red: 003.286.77 $55

LIXHULT floor-based combination. Total size: W90 × D35 × H127 cm.

Articles included in this combination

- LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 35 cm: 2 pcs
- LIXHULT cabinet, 60 × 35 cm: 1 pc
- LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm: 1 pc

Colour options for this combination:

Grey/dark green/red/orange: 892.489.17 $235

LIXHULT floor-based combination. Total size: W140 × D35 × H142 cm.

Articles included in this combination

- LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 60 cm: 8 pcs

Colour options for this combination:

Dark blue/red: 292.489.20 $440

LIXHULT floor-based combination. Total size: W180 × D35 × H163 cm.

Articles included in this combination

- LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 35 cm: 5 pcs
- LIXHULT cabinet, 60 × 35 cm: 3 pcs

Colour options for this combination:

Grey/dark green/orange: 692.489.23 $340

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

LIXHULT cabinet, 25 × 25 × 25 cm. You can choose to install the door to the right or left, according to what fits the space best.

- Metal/white: 103.286.72 $25
- Metal/pink: 003.996.60 $25

LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 35 × 35 cm. You can choose to install the door to the right or left, according to what fits the space best.

- Metal/orange: 403.286.75 $35
- Metal/dark green: 603.996.62 $35
- Metal/dark blue: 203.996.64 $55
- Metal/red: 003.286.77 $55

LIXHULT cabinet, 35 × 60 × 35 cm. You can choose to install the door to the right or left, according to what fits the space best. The cabinet can be used either with the included legs or be placed directly on the floor. Larger modules must be placed on the floor or with support of another floor based unit underneath. Do not mount it free-hanging on the wall.

- Metal/grey: 803.286.78 $55
You can do it yourself, but you don’t have to

IKEA products are designed to be taken home and assembled yourself. But if you would like some help, we can offer you a range of services. For more information contact your local IKEA store or visit IKEA.com.au

Assembly
Sometimes it’s nice to have someone else put your furniture together. We’re happy to do it for you.

Delivery
Can’t take your furniture with you? We’ll bring it to your home or workplace.

Interest free finance available
To realise your dream today, we offer interest free finance* to approved customers. You can apply online, over the phone or in-store at our planning desks.
*Terms, conditions, fees, charges and lending criteria apply.

For more information about our services, visit IKEA.com.au